
XC-skiing beginner’s tips

Now that the winter has officially started (heaps of snow have been here since November) the skiing tracks 
are getting more crowded in Estonia. Or maybe it has to do with the New Year resolutions that people have 
made :) Whatever the reason the fact is – skiing is popular!

You hear constantly that people who have not skied for over 20 years or did it last in their childhood have 
now made a return to their once beloved hobby. However the beginning of re-exercising may not be as easy 
and painless as many would think.

Health athletes often feel muscle pain after the first skiing training in their stomach, back, leg and shoulder 
areas. On the one hand it shows the developmental influence of skiing to the mentioned muscle groups but 
on the other hand that the muscles of the health athlete are weak. Thus it is equally important to practice 
regular power training of the mentioned muscle groups, to do warm-up exercises before and stretching ex-
ercises after each skiing training. Compared to running and cycling many more muscles are loaded, close to 
90% of the body’s musculature. In addition, skiing helps with each movement to stretch back muscles. From 
other healthy sports only backstroke swimming has a similar positive impact on the spine.

Proper clothing is essential in skiing. The clothing is optimal when after each work-out you still feel comfort-
able. The right clothing is windproof but directs the humidity out. It is often a mistake to put too much or 
too warm clothes on which causes extreme sweating, makes you tired and creates a danger to get cold later. 
It is suggested to wear special technical sports underwear which allows the liquid to evaporate leaving a dry 
air layer around the body. 

Skiing boots shouldn’t be small but rather half a size or one size larger. If the boots are too tight and squeez-
ing then the feet get cold and rubbed.

It is possible to ski with all sorts of skis but in order to enjoy the process it is suggested to choose the right 
skis for the right style. The better the technique of a skier the narrower the skis can be. The length of the skis 
depends on the body height, type of the skis and body weight. Normally the skis are 10–30 cm taller than the 
body height. Skating style skis are shorter than the classic ones. The body weight is also an important factor 
when choosing the skis – the bigger the weight the taller the skis should be. Also the better the skier is the 
taller the skies can be. The ski poles are 30 cm shorter than body height (up to the shoulder) in classical style 
and 20 cm (up to the chin) in case of the skating style.

Very important is also the right skiing technique. With a correct technique the skier uses less energy, the pos-
sibility of injuries and falling is smaller and most importantly the right technique allows you to enjoy skiing best.

A few suggestions for a beginner:

•	 During the first and last 10 minutes ski slower

•	 In the first work-outs ski slower

•	 Don’t go to ski when hungry or ill

•	 Consume liquid before and in the course of the work-out.

The best part of skiing is that you are outside in the fresh air and beautiful nature enjoying the fairytale like 
vistas around you – a happy mood and enormous energy gain are guaranteed!
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